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Abstract—To measure the distinct interaction of the Earth’s
materials with solar electromagnetic radiation, field spectrora-
diometers are commonly utilized. These are used to validate spec-
troradiometers deployed on various platforms through compar-
ison exercises. Following metrology standards, the inclusion of
uncertainties is required. Thus, field spectroradiometers need to
be calibrated regularly against traceable radiance sources. In this
article, we present a laboratory radiometric calibration protocol
for the calibration of a heliosphere integrating sphere to make
it traceable to the International System of Units as well as to
establish an uncertainty budget. We adopted a transfer radiometer
approach including four spectroradiometers that were calibrated
at the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt Radiomet-
ric Standard facility before transferring that calibration to the
heliosphere. After considering various sources of uncertainty by
employing an uncertainty tree diagram approach, we arrive at an
overall propagated uncertainty of approximately 1.5%. In future
publications, we will present how to extend the traceability to other
attenuations provided by the heliosphere. Its application to the
calibration of a field spectroradiometer will be the focus of a future
publication.

Index Terms—Calibration, radiometry, spectroscopy, uncerta-
inty.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE Earth’s surface and its materials interact with incident
solar electromagnetic radiation in unique ways that allow

for the analysis of biological, chemical, and physical properties
of the Earth’s surface and thus its environment [1], [2], [3].
The reflectance and absorption features of the electromagnetic
spectrum enable the identification and characterization of dif-
ferent materials by measuring the reflected solar radiation [4],
[5]. Spectral radiance data are collected by imaging or point
spectroradiometers at different scales, using space-based and
airborne platforms or in situ appliances [6], [7].

Field spectroradiometers (FSs) are used to measure single
features with a very high spectral resolution [in both full-width
half max and spectral sampling interval (SSI)] and are thus used
to validate and calibrate space-based and airborne data through
comparison exercises [8]. Sound metrological methodology re-
quires the inclusion of uncertainty budgets as an integral part
of such comparisons. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that
the FSs are calibrated on a regular basis and that the uncertainty
budget is estimated for every calibration. This further enables
the provision of uncertainty budgets for every field spectroscopy
measurement and thus follows established practices in metrol-
ogy. As part of establishing the uncertainty budget, the different
sources of uncertainty are identified and quantified, either an-
alytically or statistically, assuming all distributions approach a
normal distribution. The quantified single uncertainties are then
propagated to the final uncertainty by adding the weighted uncer-
tainties in quadrature [9]. In essence, radiometric measurements
must include a propagated uncertainty budget traceable to the In-
ternational System of Units (SI) [10]. This forms the basis to later
estimate the uncertainties of reflectance factors calculated from
in situ radiance measurements. The characterization, calibration,
and associated uncertainty estimation for spectroradiometric
measurements are mostly done in a laboratory.

FS laboratory calibration consists of two parts: 1) a spectral
calibration, followed by 2) a radiometric calibration. The spec-
tral calibration establishes the center wavelength per detector
element as a minimum but should also provide the spectral
sensitivity per element in the form of a spectral response func-
tion. Recent algorithms allow the retrieval of such response
functions beyond their traditional Gaussian parameterization
[11]. The subsequent radiometric calibration is used to establish
the relationship between the at-sensor radiance (L) and the
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corresponding digital numbers (DN) recorded by the instrument.
The radiometric calibration is, thus, encapsulating the FS sensor
model, which describes the transformation from DN to L consid-
ering the optical transmittance, the detector quantum efficiency
(QE), the electronic noise during read out, the amplification
gain, and the integration time, assuming a linear sensor response
to radiance change [12]. Radiometric calibration coefficients
and sensor linearity are commonly determined with laboratory
experiments by pointing the spectroradiometer at a source of
known radiance, such as a calibrated integrating sphere [12]. In
addition, the uncertainties of the FS calibration can be estimated,
assuming linearity and uniformity of the radiation source [13].

For in-house FS calibration, a well-calibrated and character-
ized integrating sphere or a lamp and reference panel setup is
required. At the Remote Sensing Laboratories (RSL), Depart-
ment of Geography, University of Zurich, an integrating sphere
(Labsphere, Inc., S/N 0815196734) with a quartz tungsten halo-
gen (QTH) lamp and an integrated diaphragm for radiance
intensity manipulation are available (from here on we refer to the
integrating sphere by its product name “heliosphere”). However,
this heliosphere needs to be calibrated, traceable to SI, and
characterized to estimate the uncertainties in radiance introduced
by the calibration. For this purpose, two different calibration
approaches exist: 1) a laboratory calibration [14] or 2) a transfer
radiometer (XFR) calibration [15], [16], [17]. With the second
approach, an XFR is calibrated against a light source calibrated
to a national standard [e.g., National Institute of Standards and
Technology or Physikalisch – Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)]
and is subsequently used to calibrate the targeted integrating
sphere [15].

In this article, we present a method for an in-house heliosphere
calibration following the best practice of metrology as described
in the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
(GUM) [9]. More specifically, we aim to contribute to the radio-
metric calibration of FS through the estimation of the propagated
uncertainty budget related to the traceable Heliosphere radiance.

II. METHODS

A. Transfer Radiometer Calibration

To calibrate and characterize the heliosphere, an XFR ap-
proach (see Fig. 1) was chosen. Four different FS [one spectral
evolution (SE), one spectra vista company (SVC), and two
analytical spectral devices (ASD I (FS4) and ASD II (FS3))]
were calibrated against the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und
Raumfahrt (DLR) RAdiometric STAndard (RASTA) [18] at the
DLR Calibration Home Base (CHB) facility. RASTA is a cali-
bration system, which consists of a halogen lamp, illuminating
an isotropic–diffuse reflectance panel at a set distance, with
the entire system being calibrated against PTB standards and
thus being traceable to SI. The heliosphere was calibrated at a
radiance intensity matching the RASTA radiance and requires,
therefore, the development of an attenuation transfer function
(gray branch in Fig. 1) presented in a future publication. All
measurements were carried out in laboratories under controlled
climatic conditions (20 °C with air conditioning). The recorded
data were processed and stored in the spectral information

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the XFR approach applied to calibrate the
heliosphere radiance against the PTB-calibrated RASTA radiance source. The
RASTA radiance (blue branch) is used to calibrate four spectroradiometers and
use them as XFRs to transfer the PTB radiance standard to the Heliosphere. In
this article, we are focusing on the blue branch.

system SPECCHIO to enable a database-centric processing
approach [19].

The RASTA radiance was measured at the same time with:
1) the four XFRs and 2) five calibrated filter radiometers that
are an integral part of RASTA to monitor its stability. The
RASTA radiance data provided by PTB were interpolated with
a spline fit to an SSI matching the SSI of the ASDs and SE. In
addition, a radiometric calibration factor had to be applied to the
RASTA data to compensate for the average radiometric drift of
the RASTA lamp, which was observed with the RASTA filter
radiometers. Given that the SVC data are saved with different
units and a different SSI, these data had to be transformed to the
common units (W/(m2 · nm · sr)) and interpolated to match
the SSI of the ASDs with the same spline method applied to
interpolate the RASTA to the ASD SSI.

The XFRs were calibrated against RASTA by computing a per
wavelength radiometric calibration factor (cx) for each XFR

cx =
LRASTAip

· cdrift

LxRASTA

(1)

whereLRastaip is the RASTA radiance interpolated to XFR center
wavelengths, cdrift is a RASTA radiometry drift correction to
compensate changes since its last calibration at PTB, and LxRasta

is the mean of N RASTA radiance measurements, measured with
one individual XFR x (e.g., ASD I). From here onwards, we use
x to denote that variables were acquired with or applied to one of
the four XFRs. The drift correction factor cdrift is set to a value
of 1 as no actual correction model is yet available. The drift
observed by the RASTA filter radiometers is being used as an
uncertainty of cdrift instead, as will be shown later.

B. Heliosphere Radiation Calibration

Transferring the RASTA radiance calibration to the helio-
sphere via the XFRs involves a number of assumptions, such
as the temporal stability of the XFRs and their radiometric
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup while calibrating the heliosphere with ASD I and
ASD II. The two ASDs were applied to transfer the calibrated DLR RASTA
radiance to the heliosphere and thus make its radiance traceable to SI.

linearity. To minimize the impacts of the linearity assumption,
the diaphragm was set to an attenuation of 76% to achieve a
radiance intensity as close as possible to the RASTA radiance.
Once the heliosphere attenuation was defined, 30 measurements
were taken (see Fig. 2 ) with each XFR and averaged to obtain
LxHelio . At this point, we introduced two correction factors used
to capture the change of measured radiance: cR represents the
attenuation repeatability of the heliosphere and cTS the temporal
stability of the XFRs.

LxHelio drift cor
= LxHelio · cR · cTS. (2)

The two factors cR and cTS are assigned a value of 1 as
no models exist to obtain actual correction factors. They are,
however, important for the uncertainty propagation, as will be
shown later.

The quantity LxHelio drift cor
was then radiometrically cor-

rected with the respective RASTA radiometric calibration factor
cx to obtain LHelioc(x)

LHelioc(x)
= LxHelio drift cor

· cx. (3)

Finally, an ensemble radiance LHelioENS was calculated from
the mean of all four calibrated XFR radiances

LHelioENS =
1

4

4∑
x=1

LHelioc(x)
. (4)

C. Uncertainty Estimation and Propagation

This section represents the core of this study by detailing
the establishment of a propagated uncertainty of the traceable
heliosphere radiance with the four XFRs. We follow the steps
and methods to establish uncertainty budgets as promoted by
the MetEOC and FIDUCEO projects [18], [19]. Central to this

approach is the creation of an uncertainty tree diagram [20],
[21].

The following sections detail the uncertainty estimation and
propagation of these two main blocks. Also, they show the
uncertainties that apply to the central equation as part of a plus
zero term when computing the combined standard uncertainty.

D. RASTA CAL Uncertainty of the Transfer Radiometer
Calibration Factor

The uncertainties related to the RASTA CAL are shown as
three branches (brown, red, and purple in Fig. 3). The radiomet-
ric calibration factors cx are calculated according to (1). This
calculation includes the following sources of uncertainty.

1) u(LRasta): The uncertainty associated with the RASTA
radiance as established by PTB [22].

2) u(LRastaip): The uncertainty associated with the in-
terpolation of the RASTA radiance vector to match
the center wavelengths of the XFRs. The interpolation
propagates u(LRasta) to u(LRastaip), where we chose a
Monte Carlo (MC) approach to estimate the uncertainty
u(spline interp.) added by the interpolation process. As
an attribution of u(LRasta) to systematic and random
effects was not available, an assumption was made that
20% of u(LRasta) are caused by noise. Hence, we added
20% of u(LRasta) as noise to the RASTA radiance vec-
tor in the MC process and carried out 1000 spline in-
terpolations. The per wavelength standard deviation of
the spline fit realizations was then taken as the uncer-
tainty of the interpolations. u(LRastaip) was obtained from
the combination of u(LRasta) with the estimated spline
interpolation uncertainty u(spline interp.). Hence, the
total uncertainty of the brown branch, propagating to
u(LRastaip) [in (1)] is estimated by adding their rela-
tive uncertainties (in the brown branch) in quadrature:
u(LRastaip)

2 = u(LRasta)
2 + u(spline interp.)2, i.e., the

estimated uncertainty of the interpolation is added to the
original RASTA radiometric uncertainty.

3) u(cdrift): The uncertainty related to the drift of the RASTA
radiance. cdrift is assumed to have a value of one and
its uncertainty is estimated from the RASTA long-term
stability monitored by the filter radiometers.

4) u(LxRasta): The system noise associated with each FS mea-
surement, which is assumed to be normally distributed,
following the central limit theorem (CLT) [23]. It is esti-
mated by computing the standard deviation of N radiance
measurements and dividing by the square root of N as
measurements are averaged for further computation.

These sources of uncertainty related to the XFR calibration
are propagated according to the GUM by first calculating their
sensitivity coefficients via the partial derivatives of (1) and
estimating the uncertainties, where required, before adding the
components in quadrature to compute the combined uncertainty
u(cx)

u(cx)
2 =

(
cdrift

LxRasta

)2

· u(LRastaip

)2
+

(
LRastaip

LxRasta

)2

· u(cdrift)
2
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Fig. 3. Uncertainty tree diagram illustrating the different factors influencing the calibration uncertainty of the heliosphere radiance, originating in the two major
steps of calibration: 1) XFR calibration at RASTA (RASTA CAL) and 2) heliosphere calibration with the XFRs (heliosphere CAL). In the RASTA CAL step (top
half), the uncertainties are traceable to PTB and are propagated through to the calibration factor cx applied to each XFR, respectively. In the heliosphere CAL step
(bottom half), the heliosphere radiance is measured with the XFRs, which flows into the final equation (blue square) and is corrected with cx to get the calibrated
heliosphere radiance.

+

(−cdrift × LRastaip

L2
xRasta

)2

· u(LxRasta)
2. (5)

Combining the uncertainties at this stage could be done, but
the final goal of computing the uncertainty of the ensemble helio-
sphere radiance requires that u(cx) is separated into random and
systematic uncertainty components. Only the random compo-
nent u(cxrandom) will benefit from the ensemble approach, which
allows to reduce the uncertainty, while the systematic component
u(cxsystematic) fully contributes to the ensemble uncertainty.

The systematic component includes the radiometric calibra-
tion of RASTA and the drift of RASTA over time monitored by
the filter radiometers (6). Note that we choose at this stage to
assume u(LRastaip) to be fully systematic.

u
(
cxsystematic

)2
=

(
cdrift

LxRasta

)2

· u(LRastaip

)2

+

(
LRastaip

LxRasta

)2

· u(cdrift)
2. (6)

The random component is equivalent to the uncertainty added
due to measurement noise while calibrating the XFRs against
RASTA

u(cxrandom)
2 =

(−cdrift · LRastaip

L2
xRasta

)2

· u(LxRasta)
2. (7)

Hence, u(cxsystematic) and u(cxrandom) are computed for each
XFR separately to be combined later in the uncertainty of the
ensemble Heliosphere calibration (9).

E. Heliosphere CAL Uncertainty of the Measurement of the
Heliosphere With a Transfer Radiometer

Calibrating the heliosphere with the XFR introduces the fol-
lowing uncertainties.

1) u(LxHelio): System noise associated with the FS measure-
ments of the heliosphere, which is assumed to be normally
distributed according to the CLT and reduced by the square
root of N due to using the average of 30 measurements.

2) u(cR): The uncertainty introduced by the mechanically
based attenuation control. This attenuation repeatability
was established experimentally by measuring the radiance
of four different diaphragm settings (0%, 25%, 50%,
and 75%) in 20 consecutive measurement rounds with
15 readings taken at each step. An ASD FieldSpec4 in-
strument was used to acquire these measurements over
a time span of about 5 h in a laboratory with a nominal
air temperature of 20 °C. This allowed us to partition the
observed differences into instrument noise and attenua-
tion repeatability. First, the mean values per measurement
round per attenuation setting were computed. The standard
deviation of these 20 per-round means was then taken
to be the repeatability uncertainty. These per attenuation
uncertainties were averaged across the shortwave infrared
(SWIR I) channel, which was deemed the most stable, and
applied to all wavelengths to avoid including instrument-
related artifacts. For this article, only the 75% attenuation
closely matching the calibration attenuation was used, but
we report the results for the other attenuations as well due
to the interesting conclusions that may be drawn from it.
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3) u(cTS): The estimated temporal stability of the XFRs
between the RASTA calibration and the heliosphere cal-
ibration. No experimental data to estimate this quantity
were available. We, thus, assume an uncertainty associated
with temporal stability of 1% over the course of several
days, including the transport between facilities.

The uncertainty of the heliosphere radiometric measurement
per XFR was calculated, based on (2), by analytical propagation

u(LxHelio drift cor
)2 = (cR · cTS)

2 · u(LxHelio)
2 + (LxHelio · cTS)

2

· u(cR)2 + (LxHelio · cR)2 · u(cTS)
2.

(8)

The correction factors cR and cTS are both set to a value of
one while their uncertainties are nonzero. Hence, these factors
are introduced with the sole purpose of enabling the propagation
of their uncertainties as no data exist to provide actual values.

F. Combined Standard Uncertainty

The radiance of the calibrated heliosphere has a combined
standard uncertainty u(LHelioENS), which is estimated by prop-
agating and combining the four uncertainties associated with
the single XFR measurements u(LHelioc(x)

). These instrument-
specific XFR uncertainties are estimated by propagating u(cx)
and u(LxHelio drift cor

) analytically, following the GUM [17]. As
u(cx) includes both random and systematic components, we
arrive at

u
(
LHelioc(x)

)2
= c2x · u(LxHelio drift cor

)2 + (LxHelio drift cor
)2

· u(cxsystematic

)2
+ (LxHelio drift cor

)2 · u(cxrandom)
2. (9)

Further uncertainties related to XFR linearity and environ-
mental factors (see Fig. 3) are captured by the zero term and
currently assumed to be zero. To retain the partitioning into
systematic and random effects, we split u(LHelioc(x)

) as follows:
the combination of the four single XFR measurements into an
ensemble heliosphere radiance results in the combination of
their respective random and systematic uncertainties. Equation
(9) explicitly labels the uncertainty components per XFR. The
random components are weighted by sensitivity coefficients of
1
4 , while the systematic uncertainties are averaged between the
four XFRs (10).

u(LHelioENS)
2 =

(
1

4

)2

· u
(
LHelioc(ASD I) random

)2
+

(
1

4

)2

· u(LHelioc(ASD II) random

)2
+

(
1

4

)2

· u(LHelioc(SVC) random

)2

+

(
1

4

)2

· u(LHelioc(SE) random

)2
+

(
1

4

(
u
(
LHelioc(ASD I) systematic

)

+ u
(
LHelioc(ASD II) systematic

)
+ u

(
LHelioc(SVC) systematic

)

+ u
(
LHelioc(SE) systematic

) ))2

. (10)

Fig. 4. Wavelength-dependent calibration factors of all XFRs. The light gray
areas are the regions where water absorption features are found, whereas the dark
gray areas delineate the sensor edges, where higher levels of noise are found.

Fig. 5. Relative differences between XFR measurements and the ensemble
heliosphere radiance.

III. RESULTS

A. Radiometric Calibration Factors of Transfer Radiometers

The radiometric calibration factors established during the
calibration of the XFRs against RASTA are shown in Fig. 4
and range roughly between 0.85 and 1.25. Three of the four
XFRs (ASD FS4, SE, and SVC) increase toward the SWIR,
whereas ASD FS3 shows an inverse trend, starting at its highest
in the visible (VIS) and decreasing toward the SWIR. A higher
divergence between factors is found in the SWIR. A high existing
miscalibration is also evident in the UV bands of the SE.

B. Heliosphere Calibration

The RASTA radiometric calibration is transferred to the he-
liosphere by correcting the XFR Heliosphere radiance measure-
ments with the respective cx calibration factors before calculat-
ing the ensemble radiance. Fig. 5 shows the difference between
the heliosphere radiance measured with the four XFR and the
heliosphere ensemble radiance at calibration attenuation (76%).
The greatest differences between XFR and ensemble radiance
are found in the UV (350–400 nm) where the SE and the
two ASD spectroradiometers are diametrically opposed. The
positive delta calculated for the SE points to an overcorrec-
tion by the calibration factor cx. This may in turn point to a
radiometric instability in the UV between the measurements at
RASTA and at RSL. Medium differences are apparent in the
NIR (950–1000 nm) and in the SWIR (1400–1500 nm (SWIR I)
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Fig. 6. Repeatability data for four attenuation settings, shown for selected wavelengths as time series with error bars indicating the measurement noise. Data
have been normalized per measurement round.

and 1900–2000 nm (SWIR II)), which correspond to the water
absorption bands in the region of 975, 1450, and 1950 nm and at
the end of SWIR (> 2400 nm) where the signal is noise limited.

The following descriptions ignore the above regions of higher
deltas, i.e., they focus on the nonshaded areas of Fig. 5. In
the VIS region, the four XFR measurements show a good
agreement with the calibrated ensemble heliosphere radiance,
with all sensors obtaining mean relative differences around
±0.5%. In the SWIR I region, the SVC shows the greatest
mean relative difference (1.14%), whereas the SE has the lowest
mean relative difference of 0.02%. The mean differences of the
ASDs are both smaller than −1% but differ from one another,
with the FS3 being smaller than 0.5% and the FS4 greater than
0.5%.

In the SWIR II region, the differences are generally a bit
smaller, with all spectra not being more than 0.5% different from
the calibrated heliosphere ensemble radiance. In this range, the
SE has the lowest mean relative difference (−0.12%), whereas
the SVC has the highest (0.71%). Overall, the ASD FS3 is the
closest to the calibrated heliosphere radiance with differences
of less than 0.5% throughout the entire measured spectrum.

C. Attenuation Repeatability

The design of the repeatability experiment aimed at discrim-
inating sensor measurement noise and attenuation repeatability,
which defines the uncertainty in radiometry caused by the di-
aphragm component. We were only partly successful in achiev-
ing this goal, as our analysis shows that the presumed changes
due to attenuation repeatability include sensor instabilities that
occurred over the 5 h of measurement time. Fig. 6 shows the
radiance time series grouped per attenuation level, where each
mean per measurement round was normalized by the mean of all
rounds. These time series are plotted for strategically selected
wavelengths, taking into account our a priori knowledge about
the behavior of ASD full-range instruments [24], [25]:

1) 350 nm is the start of the VNIR and typically has a low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to lower QE combined
with low radiances provided by QTH lamps.

2) 1000 nm represents the end of the VNIR channel and is
characterized by lower SNR due to low QE compared to
the middle of the VNIR detector and in addition displays
the highest response to changes in environmental temper-
atures.
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3) 1001 nm is the first band provided by the SWIR I detector
and has been found to be radiometrically stable during
environmental temperature tests.

4) 1801 nm is the first band of the SWIR II detector and is
the most sensitive band of this channel to environmental
temperature changes.

5) 2500 nm is the last band of the SWIR II channel and has
typically low SNR values, both in field and laboratory
illumination conditions.

Several effects can be seen in these time series, which are
not governed by short-term system noise as can be observed by
the small error bars representing the standard deviation of 15
readings per measurement round.

1) Bands at 1000 and 1801 nm reveal a radiometric drift over
time. As has been shown in earlier studies, the radiometric
response due to thermal changes is opposed in VNIR
and SWIR II channels [24]. These drifts are visually not
obvious for the 75% attenuation as they are overshadowed
by midterm random radiometric instabilities in the 350 and
2500 nm bands.

2) Bands at 350 and 2500 nm are characterized by a midterm
random noise that shows between consecutive measure-
ment rounds while the short-term system noise is very low.
This is most apparent at attenuations of 75% and 50%.

3) Starting from 50% attenuation, the range of normalized
data values is defined by the minima and maxima of
the 350 and 1801 nm bands. These ranges are virtually
identical between attenuations of 0%, 25%, and 75%. This,
in turn, means that the observed changes over time are
governed by radiometric drifts and that the diaphragm re-
peatability must be established from bands that are neither
limited by instabilities over time (350 and 2500 nm) nor
from bands that show a clear indication of sensitivity to
thermal changes (1000 and 1801 nm).

In the next step, the relative uncertainties per attenuation were
computed based on the standard deviation of the radiance means
per measurement round R

u (attenuation repeatability) =
std (mean (LR))

mean (mean (LR))
· 100.

(11)
Fig. 7 spectrally illustrates the effects that were discussed

above for selected bands shown as time series.
The VNIR channel shows higher uncertainties below 430

nm, which are linked to midterm sensor instabilities, and above
760 nm, where temperature-related radiometric changes were
shown to start [24]. The SWIR I channel displays a steady
uncertainty apart from the water vapor absorption region around
1380 nm. The SWIR II channel is characterized by higher uncer-
tainties at the start of the detector (1801–1935 nm) while bands
above 2250 nm gradually rise to their maximum uncertainty at
2500 nm, caused by SNR values dropping toward the end of the
detector.

To constrain attenuation repeatability uncertainty to effects
that are not instrument related, we select the mean of a spectral
subset of the SWIR I channel (1001–1300 nm) to be represen-
tative for all spectral bands.

Fig. 7. Relative uncertainties per attenuation and the estimated mean uncer-
tainties for all attenuations and attenuation at 75%, assuming a stable radiometric
response of the SWIR I channel over the course of the repeatability experiment.

The resulting mean uncertainty over all attenuations assumes
a value of 0.08% while the mean uncertainty for 75% attenuation
is estimated at 0.1%.

D. Uncertainty Estimation and Propagation for Transfer
Radiometer

The uncertainty was estimated for each XFR, following the
uncertainty diagram, as given in Fig. 3. In this section, we
describe the estimated and propagated uncertainties of one XFR
(ASD II, FS4). In Fig. 8, the combined uncertainty u(cx) and its
two components u(cxrandom) and u(cxsystematic) are shown. The un-
certainty due to u(LxRasta) weighted by its sensitivity coefficients
is identical to u(cxrandom) [see (7)] and describes the uncertainty
caused by the XFR readout noise (yellow line). The peaks where
the uncertainty estimate is the greatest are the two detector
jumps at 1000 and 1800 nm as well as the sensor edges. The
next component adding to u(cx) is the uncertainty associated
with the radiance measurement of RASTA. After propagation
through the radiation interpolation, the uncertainty u(LRastaip)
accumulates to a value just above 0.5% in the VNIR and 1.3%
in the SWIR (blue line in Fig. 8). What increases the RASTA
uncertainty, however, is the drift of the RASTA lamp u(cdrift),
which contributes especially in the VNIR and introduces an
uncertainty of 1.2% (red line in Fig. 8). Finally, the systematic
component (purple line in Fig. 8) is combining u(LRastaip) and
u(cdrift), resulting in an almost similar uncertainty as u(cx). The
combination of u(cxrandom) and u(cxsystematic) results in the total
calibration factor uncertainty u(cx) (green line in Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 shows the different components of the uncertainty
propagating to the final uncertainty u(LxHelio drift cor

), estimated
for each XFR respectively. The smallest uncertainty is u(LxHelio)
(blue line in Fig. 9), which is associated with the sensor read out
noise and stays below 0.5% for the most part.
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Fig. 8. Uncertainties related to the XFR calibration at RASTA, which are
propagated and combined to the uncertainty of the wavelength-dependent and
sensor-specific calibration factor cx. This graphic shows the effects of the
individual uncertainties propagated to a combined uncertainty.

Fig. 9. Uncertainties of the heliosphere radiance measurement with the XFR
ASD II. This graph shows the effects of the single uncertainties propagated to
the final (purple) uncertainty of the heliosphere radiance measurement. Most
evidently, is the contribution.

Higher uncertainties are found near the detector edges around
1000 and 1800 nm and, in particular, in the UV and SWIR 2
regions where the noise increases until it maximizes at the de-
tector edges (close to 350 and 2500 nm). The uncertainty u(cR)

Fig. 10. Uncertainties contributing to the final calibrated heliosphere measure-
ment for one specific XFR. This figure shows the contribution of uncertainties
originating from the XFR calibration at RASTA (see Fig. 8) and the uncertainties
related to the heliosphere measurement (see Fig. 9).

associated with the repeatability of the diaphragm experiment
(red line in Fig. 9) is estimated to be close to 0.1%. In addition,
a greater uncertainty is found in the data recorded by the SWIR
II detector (0.7%). The last uncertainty added to u(LxHelio) is
the uncertainty caused by the temporal stability of the XFR
(orange line in Fig. 9), which in this case is assumed to be
one. This uncertainty is at the same time the greatest contributor
to the final combined standard uncertainty of the Heliosphere
measurement.

The fully propagated uncertainty u(LHelioc(x)
) for XFR ASD

II and the components contributing to the sensor-related un-
certainty are shown in Fig. 10. The two main uncertainty
sources (RASTA calibration and Heliosphere measurement) are
represented by the propagated uncertainty u(cx) (red line in
Fig. 10), which is the combination of u(cxrandom) and u(cxsystematic)
(yellow and purple lines in Fig. 10) whereas, the uncertainties
related to the Heliosphere measurement are represented by
u(LxHelio drift cor

) (blue line in Fig. 10).
The uncertainty u(LxHelio drift cor

) represents the sensor char-
acteristics and the heliosphere repeatability, contributing ap-
proximately 1% of uncertainty. The rest of the uncertainty is
introduced by the calibration of the XFR at RASTA. The smallest
contribution is added by u(cxrandom), which introduces the uncer-
tainty driven by sensor noise during calibration (yellow line in
Fig. 10). The systematic uncertainty u(cxsystematic), representing
the drift of the RASTA QTH lamp, is adding 1.3% to the uncer-
tainty budget. These two components combine in the uncertainty
of the calibration factoru(cx) (red line in Fig. 10). The combined
uncertainty u(LHelioc(x)

) (green line in Fig. 10) results in total
uncertainty of the calibrated heliosphere measurement with ASD
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Fig. 11. Final propagated heliosphere radiance uncertainty (black line) and its components (different line styles) of each sensor applied as XFR (color coded). This
plot shows how the single uncertainties of each XFR cumulate as they are propagated, whereas the combination of the four XRFs reduces the overall uncertainty.

II (FS4), which is mostly governed by systematic components
with random noise influencing the uncertainties in the UV and
at the end of SWIR II.

E. Heliosphere Ensemble Radiance

The uncertainties u(LHelioc(x)
) are estimated for every XFR,

respectively (see Fig. 10). These uncertainties are propagated
and combined to u(LHelioENS). Fig. 11 shows the uncertainties
contributing to the heliosphere ensemble radiance uncertainty
(black line). Each XFR shown in Fig. 11 was given a color code,
with ASD II FS4 discussed earlier being shown in cyan. Further-
more, the most central uncertainties, such as the uncertainties of
the instrument-specific cx components, are shown with differ-
ent line styles but using the respective XFR color coding. An
expected but nonetheless satisfying result is that the average un-
certainty of the XFR ensemble (u (LHelioENS) = 1.6%) is 0.3%
lower compared to the single propagated XFR uncertainties.
This reduction in uncertainty is caused by the utilization of four
different XFRs and demonstrates the reduction of the random
uncertainties through averaging. Furthermore, the features found
in the single XFR uncertainties are smoothed to some extent in
u(LHelioENS).

In the SWIR II region, the uncertainties increase drastically,
especially for ASD I (FS3), which originates in the random
component of the heliosphere measurement and is, thus, char-
acterized by the XFR-specific noise.

IV. DISCUSSION

Applying an XFR approach to calibrate the in-house he-
liosphere allows control over the process of calibration and
helps establish both the traceability and the uncertainty budget.
Utilizing four XFRs for heliosphere radiance calibration adds
robustness to the approach and reduces the random noise compo-
nent in the final ensemble radiance. There are, however, several
shortcomings caused by different sources of error introducing
uncertainties. One of these sources of uncertainty is the drift
of the RASTA radiance source, which is monitored by filter
radiometers but not corrected for as yet [9], [19]. A recalibration
of RASTA at PTB or the development of a drift correction would
decrease the uncertainty associated with the XFR calibration
versus RASTA and, thus, improve the total propagated uncer-
tainty. Similarly, the uncertainty introduced by the temporal
stability of XFRs of 1% was only based on the best guess and
is likely overestimated. Dedicated stability experiments could
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help quantify and probably lower the influence of this source of
uncertainty.

The random components of the RASTA measurement and the
heliosphere measurement are related to the SNR of each XFR,
which is defined by the optoelectronic characteristics of the
instruments. Decreases in SNR in specific wavelength regions
can be clearly linked to reduced quantum efficiencies of the
detectors and to low signal intensities of the at-sensor radiance
spectrum.

Establishing the repeatability of the integrating sphere atten-
uation revealed various sensor effects, showing that not all spec-
tral bands are lending themselves to measuring the repeatability
of the sphere. Instead, some wavelength regions showed clear
impacts of signal drift due to the temperature-related efficiency
of the read-out chip [20].

For calibration and uncertainty estimation, some assump-
tions had to be made, which had a significant influence on
the total uncertainty budget. First, the environmental condi-
tions were assumed to be stable throughout all measurements,
adding only a little uncertainty to the total budget. Second,
as pointed out above, the XFRs are thought to be temporally
stable, assuming the internal optoelectronics have not expe-
rienced any drifts since the calibration factors are estimated
at RASTA. As a conclusion, we find that the XFRs need to
be characterized more thoroughly, including tests for various
kinds of drifts (e.g., temporal, temperature, or pressure re-
lated), to make the associated uncertainties more precise and
realistic.

Finally, the calibration discussed here was only performed at
one attenuation level (76%), whereas the heliosphere has more
attenuation settings and, consequently, more radiance intensities
which need to be calibrated. In addition, the uncertainties associ-
ated with these different attenuation levels need to be established
as well, requiring detailed characterizations of both heliosphere
and XFR at the related radiance intensities [21].

V. CONCLUSION

With this work, we demonstrated how to perform an SI-
traceable heliosphere calibration with a multiple XFR approach.
Propagating the uncertainties clearly showed where the biggest
sources of errors are and how to quantify and include them in
the total uncertainty budget. Our well-documented approach
should allow other users to take control of the traceability of
their light sources, leading to a better understanding of the
instrumentation at hand while providing the basis for the propa-
gation of uncertainties to products derived from spectroradiome-
ter measurements as well as future imaging spectroradiometer
space missions. Time has, thus, come for the remote sensing
community to embrace uncertainty approaches and also for field
spectroscopy applications.

For a full heliosphere calibration and characterization, fur-
ther experiments are needed to establish the radiances and
their uncertainties related to attenuation settings other than the
one chosen for the XFR calibration approach. The associated
procedures and findings will be described in a future publi-
cation. With that groundwork completed, as laid out in parts

I and II of this article series, we will be in the position of
actually propagating the uncertainties to FSs calibrated against
the now traceable heliosphere radiance, and from there on-
wards to biophysical products derived from spectroradiometer
measurements.
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